KAMAL LOGICAL ANALYSIS:
____________________________
AARDVARK Puzzle Square
Score Ranking
1-2 Silly Square
3-4 Quizzical Quadrangular 
5-6 Righteous Rectangle
7-8 Cool Cube
1) M. The first letters in each row are made up of two lines, the second letters in each row three and the third four (M is the only other letter which consists of four lines).
X
H
W
T
A
E
L
Z
M
2) Apt. All three of the words in each row are anagrams of each other. 
male
lame
meal
mate
team
meat
pat
tap
apt
3) 34. 9 * 1 + 4=13, 7 * 2 + 9 = 23 and 6 * 5 + 4=34
9
4
1
13
7
9
2
23
6
4
5
34
4) 19. In each row take half of the first number and multiply it by the second. Then add the third.
2
8
5
13
4
7
6
20
4
5
9
19
5) 11. Multiply the numbers in the first and third squares, double them, and add one to get the number in the middle square. 
4
41
5
11
221
10
7
85
6
6) M. Starting with the cell at the bottom right travel clockwise in an inward spiral to the middle to form the word "conundrum."
N
D
R
U
M
U
N
O
C
7) 1976. The individual corresponding numbers in each row (ex. 1-9, 4-6, 6-4 & 7-3 for the first row) add up to ten.
1467
9643
2589
8521
9134
1976
8) I. This is probably the hardest one. The pattern is 1, 2, 3 for the first row; 2, 4, 6 for the second and 3, 6, 9 for the third. The pattern is scrambled to increase difficulty and disguised by different entities that pertain to this pattern (ex A-the first letter of the alphabet, HUMAN-a biped, TRIANGLE-a three sided object).
A
HUMAN
TRIANGLE
DOG
F
LINE
TRIANGLE
I
ANT
_________________________________________
Godel Answers in Laymann Terms rather then single phrase:
• Sky : Colour = far ultraviolet, Fluorescence, but logically there
are no single colors to describe the sky, because the sky is the
result of sunlight scattering. This is why I used the words far
ultraviolet and fluorescence.

•|• Sheldrake : Van Allen = fifth planet which alternatively is called
Terra, Gaia. Terra is known as the terreserial planet and Gaia refers
to the principle that earth is at the center of the galaxy. However
this may be disproven by the multiverse theory or FHB galaxies. Under
terms of indefinite logic my final answer is Gaia.

•|•|• God : Define = father of all, forever lasting; father of all
refers to father of all creation, and forever lasting all refers to
have existed before time exists and even after the end of time.
Forever lasting is not the same as infinite. Infinite means lasting
and continuing tell the end of time as refering to the greek word
apeiros. However, forever lasting means someone who lasted before time
and after time. My final answers are father of all and forever lasting
are the words and phrases that describe God, even though it is not a
human's act/place to put an exact definition in God or who he is.

•|•|•|• Frame : Look = Mona lisa was first thought to be a painting of
Lisa Gherardini but arguable known as a portrayal of Margaret of
Wittelsbach by few. However in my opinion and most others mona lisa is
a portrayal of Lisa Gherardini so this is my final answer.

•|••|• Descartes : Cognito = Cognito refers to the word exist, cogito
ergo sum means whether on not a being exist, Descartes is the last
name of Rene' Descartes the man whose brilliance came up with the
logic conjunction. There are many philosphical definitions of the
philosophical subjective awareness. One is Le'Homme Machene which
refers to Le Mettrie's belief that the mind is subjective to the body.
Ned Block refered to sub consciousness as a normal neural and
philosphical terms. My answer can't simply be one state or definition,
however these are just a few of the philosophical terms of
consciousness.

•|••|•• Light : Silver = Vampyre is a mythological definition of the
term cannibol. However the difference is that a vampire appears
tranparent in the mirror and only seen as the object behind them and
another myth is that they can morph. This is what made the term
mythological. Like I said what a vampire sees in the mirror is the
image befind him for if one was to exist they would be indefinite to
be seen in a mirror.

••|••|•• I : Identity = I believe you are looking for is Gottfried's
definition of identity if x any y are identical, are they always
identical or just under subjective terms; also arguable known as what
is x, who is x, and what x is not. What is Y in terms of X?

•|•••|• Mandelbrot : Alice = Benoi't Mandelbolt is the mathematical
prodigy who came up with fractal proportions and misproportions. He
also used this in economics. Alice is a cyptographical character in
math that can be used to show depletions in communication. I believe
you are trying to give me clues about "The Fractal Geometry of Nature"
which also refers periodicities of orbits as described in Mandelbolt's
paper "Fractals: Form, Chance, and Dimensions by Mandelbolt"

•|•••|•• Self : Depletion = x increases the opposite of the absolute
value of x or (-lxl), as seen in semiconductor physics, linear
algebra, and linear geometry. This is a form of infix notation.

••|•••|•• Bach : Fugue = Bach probably refers to Johann Sebastian
Bach. Fugue comes from the word fuga which means to chase. Johann
introduced the six part fugue in "The Musical Offering". In music
fugue is the chasing of lerics through playing then writing.

••|•••|••• Wonderland : Matrix = Wonderland refers to the fictional
view of a multiverse located many times within our galaxy. It was
features in the 1999 film Wonderland, a 2000 version by walt disney,
and in the novel as well as the mid series of Doctor Who. The
metaphysical definition of matrix is a fictional universe.The number
of impossible things that can happen before breakfast would be
infinite according to the properties of impossibility and Arrow's
Impossibility Theorem. The impossibility of someone manipulating time
is infinite. The impossibility of the whole world doing it is against
logic. The impossibility of y going before x in ordered pairs is in
logical and infinite. The impossibility of the zeta function not being
an infinite number is larger then the number of atoms in our universe.
My final answer is that in my belief the number of impossible things
that can happen before breakfast under normal cercumstances is so
large that is must be infinite.

•|••••|• Zero : Zeno = If x devided by 0 equals 0 then x must be equal
to 0. However 0/0=0 or 1. x can not be equal to any other number but
zero in the equation here is why: 1/0 is impossible because anything
times 0 is 0.

•|••••|•• Absurd : Parallax = I believe you are refering to the
impossible triangle where only the generic view of the eye can tell
the triangle is curved, any other view would have you make a wrong
assumption of the triangle.

••|••••|•• Value : Creation = Most people would say family, most
people would say faith, what about faith in the person who created
your family, known as "faith in the father of all." This specific
meaning knows you have a value in life rather then just having a dieng
end and that you have a creator. However athiest live there whole life
without knowing they have something worth living for. This is why
"Faith in the Father of All" is the most precious thing in life and
refers to your value as well as who created you.

••|••••|••• Turing : Stop = Alan Mathison Turing is the inventor of
the early version of a modern day computer known as the turing
machine. His relations to the word stop is the Central Limit Theorem
(which is known as when the number of randomly picked distributions in
variables end). This is called the possibility theory and
theoretically can relate to when your neurological cells can solve
solutions through your actions and tell you to stop an action.
However, Alan Turing thought his theory would only have a relation to
mathematics then having a nature of human actions and mathematical
relations as well as patterns.

•••|••••|••• Möbius : Manifold = There are many answers to this, in
math the answer could simply be the projected plane of dimensionality.
In theology, it can be God as defined as God is everywhere, but only 1
person. In cyptography it can be explained as a moving cubic curve. In
Theoretical Physics, it can be defined as the strings in super string
theory. In Socrates terms, it can be defines as the atoms of the
universe or atomos. In Geometry it can be defined as the Zeta function
and it being infinite throughout our three dimensional view of the
universe. However one common phrase can not describe it.
________________________________________________________________________
What is considered a possible solution for the P vs Np in terms of numbers of combinations?
{(400!)-(100!*3)}
-------
What is the largest planet in the Milky Way that is known to us?
Jupiter
-------
A is to B, as B is to C, as C is to E, so AB is to CE?
Always True
-------


